
USS Delphyne 9811.16


ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><

EO_Lefler:
::on volley ball court, ready to start 3rd game::

CEOMadred:
::passes through the doorway into his quarters::

CSO_Ryan:
::just beamed down looking for other crew members::

XO_Grant:
::Enjoying the Sunshine and the company on the volleyball ct::

CEOMadred:
::smiles at Larte who is standing there holding her rag doll as crewmen move around the two of them::

Sci_Psi:
::on volley ball court::

CMORevvik:
::on the volleyball court::

FCO_Wall:
::goes over to get a drink, walks back onto the court::

CO_Kemet:
:: walking in the garden, enjoying Nessa's conversation ::

Larte_J:
::sees Jafo:: Jafo: Hi ::smiles::

EO_Lefler:
XO: So are we starting or are we going to wait for the tide to come in?

CEOMadred:
::reaches down and scoops her up:: Larte: How are you doing today, dove?

OPS_Lynam:
::On court, covered with sand.  Smiling.::

XO_Grant:
EO_lefler: It is your turn to serve

CSO_Ryan:
::enters v-ball area::

FCO_Wall:
::looks over at the one Amazon women whos been trying to distact me::

Sci_Psi:
Revvik: What is your opinion of this game?

CEOMadred:
::watches as the pair of crewman move his personal belonging out of his quarters and begin packing them away::

CO_Kemet:
Nessa:  How do you find klingon culture?  if i may ask :: smiles ::

Larte_J:
::frowns:: CEO: Good, They have all of our stuff in boxes

EO_Lefler:
::picks ball up from sand. Steps into pisition. Spins ball for good luck. tosses high in the air and THwapp. Lovely overhand serve::

Nessa:
Capt: i find it interesting, I want to learn all about it. A friend who works where we met....she is teaching me many things

CMORevvik:
Psion: This game is apperently enjoyable..... I am however unable to see the meaning behind it...

CEOMadred:
::nods and sets her down moving to into his sleeping area where his personal duffel lays open::

CO_Kemet:
:: briefly wonders if his crew is winning the game... wonders about the badluck streak ::

Nessa:
Capt: i feel that somehow it will complete me..if that makes anysense

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: competition

XO_Grant:
:: the serve is strongly returned by the Amazons but by good volley and a spike by Brut , we score  a pt::

Larte_J:
::finds her doll and sits quietley watching the men work::

CO_Kemet:
Nessa:  I understand.  It is often tough for me to be around so many humans, but I have grown to need the company and diversity that they have

Nessa:
::smiles::

XO_Grant:
LEfler: Good one!

OPS_Lynam:
::Claps appreciatively at the point. ::

EO_Lefler:
XO thanks. ::Catches pass from Yuts::

CEOMadred:
::looks down into the duffel and notes most of his personal belonging are packed ...... he runs his hand over the leather cover of "The Story of the Promise" and imagines he can smell the hide::

Nessa:
Capt: and i am used t being around humans, i feel out of place among Klingons, but i am working on it

CMORevvik:
Psion: I would like to listen to your opinion as well.....

XO_Grant:
::Hits the ball to set up Psion ::

EO_Lefler:
::Sets up for serve. Sees empty spot in the Amazons formation. Spins the ball again for good luck. Tosses high into the air and Thwapp!!!::

CEOMadred:
::moves into the main room of the quarters and sees Larte as he moves to his desk::

CO_Kemet:
:: smiles and brushes her hand gently with a kiss :: Nessa: Do I make you feel uncomfortable>?

Larte_J:
::gets up and peeks in on Jafo::

Sci_Psi:
::Jumps and spikes the ball::

XO_Grant:
:: the Amazons return the serve with amazing dexterity::

FCO_Wall:
::quickly hits ball back over::

CMORevvik:
::watches the ball fly in the air::

Sci_Psi:
Revvik:  It's almost sad.  Watching a ball bounce from one hand to the next.  So futile.

CEOMadred:
::picks up the case and unzips it to reveal the wood shafts of the pool cue Lieuteant ...... Commander Spencer had given him::

EO_Lefler:
stands back for long hard ball that is obviously inevitable::

XO_Grant:
:: After a good volley, again we score::

CEOMadred:
::carries the case back to the sleeping area and slides it into the duffel::

CMORevvik:
::nods:: Psion: indeed

FCO_Wall:
::hears Revvik & Psion, shakes head::

EO_Lefler:
::Sets up serve and spin and Thwapp!::

XO_Grant:
:: The Amazons make a substition bringing in a shorter but stouter player::

Larte_J:
::standing on her tip toes she tries to see what he is doing::

CEOMadred:
::sees her trying to spy on him and motions for her to join him::  Larte: Come in here ...... its okay.

CO_Kemet:
:: looks at his chronometer :: Nessa:  I must go.  i have business to attend to on ship.  I would love to see you again however. :: signals his combadge to prepare to beam up ::

CSO_Ryan:
::watches volley ball game and wonders why more shore leave::

XO_Grant:
::after good volley, the ball lands at left corner on DEltone area, sideout the ball goes to the amazons::

ACTDNicke:
Capt: thank you , i had a lovely time.....please feel free to contact me when you have time, i'd love to talk more

CEOMadred:
::sits on the edge of the bed and shows her a small cube he is holding in his hand::

EO_Lefler:
::Gets ready for serve::

XO_Grant:
TEAM: we will get it back , now lets not let 'em score

OPS_Lynam:
::Readies to jump and spike the serve::

XO_Grant:
:: Hilda serves with barely restrained jiggle::

Larte_J:
Jafo: ok... ::she walks in::  What are you doing? Are we taking all of our things with ...us.. ::she is sudenley scared::

CO_Kemet:
COM:DEL: chief, energize.

CEOMadred:
::sees she is scared::  Larte: Let me show you something ....... this is a holo-portrait of my sister Hailey ...... she gave this too me a very long time ago  ::touches a button on it and it comes to life::

Nessa:
::watches the Captain disapear::

CEOMadred:
Larte: She and I used to be very close ..... ::hands the emitter to her::

CO_Kemet:
:: thinks highly of Nessa, will definitely stay in touch ::

XO_Grant:
:: The serve has a strange inflight curve but Yutz still hits to set up Lefler::

CO_Kemet:
:: materializes on board the delphyne ::

Larte_J:
Jafo;ohhhh pretty  ::she puts her hand out::

CEOMadred:
Larte: Yes, we are leaving the Delphyne shortly ........ hopefully we will be back, but I do not know.

CSO_Ryan:
::decides to leave the game and return to the ship::

EO_Lefler:
::Jumps up high for spike from rear::

CSO_Ryan:
Delphyne: One to beam up

Larte_J:
::looks at him:: Jafo: oh.. I see  ::but doesn't::

CO_Kemet:
:: annoyed :: *CEO*:  Meet me in my ready room.

CO_Kemet:
:: exits tr3 and heads towards the bridge ::

CEOMadred:
::hears the com and jumps slightly:: Larte: I have to go now ..... stay here and pack your things, okay.  *CO*: On my way.

XO_Grant:
:: The stout woman powerfully returns the shot driving it into the sand on the deltones side , scoring for the Amazons::

Larte_J:
::holding the cube in her hand:: Jafo: I like this..may I hold it for a minute more? ::she looks at him::

CEOMadred:
::stands:: Larte: Of course ........ ::moves out of the quarters and into the corridor::

FCO_Wall:
::darn!::

CSO_Ryan:
::not sure what to do so goes to bridge::

EO_Lefler:
::kicks sand::

CEOMadred:
::moves down the corridor and enters a TL:: TL: Bridge ..... deck one.

CO_Kemet:
COM: XO: Mr. Grant, you and your team have 10 minutes, then all of you meet me in the RR, Kem'et out.

XO_Grant:
::Hilda laughs as she prepares to serve again::

CO_Kemet:
:: exits onto the bridge and briefly checks ships status ::

FCO_Wall:
ALL: ::claps hands:: cmon Deltones we can do it!!

XO_Grant:
COM:CO: Acknowledged

EO_Lefler:
::Hears Comm from Captain. Better get this done quick::

Larte_J:
::sits on the edge of the bed and watches the cube that holds his sister::

CEOMadred:
::hears the TL whire to a stop on deck one and steps out::

XO_Grant:
:: the deltones fight back to regain serve::

CEOMadred:
::enters the bridge and glances around smiling slightly ...... remembers that technically, this is "his" bridge::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Thinks, well no backrubs today.::

XO_Grant:
:: in 10 minutes the game is tied 14-14::

CO_Kemet:
:: sees Jafo over his shoulder :: CEO:   You're with me... :: enters RR ::

CEOMadred:
::nods to the CO as the trance is broken:: CO: Aye sir ...... ::follows him into RR::

XO_Grant:
::At last moment, thanks to Yutz and Brut  the Deltones finish 16-14 winning the match::

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  Take a seat.  :: sits after Jafo is seated ::

Larte_J:
::a yawn escapes her lips and she snuggles under the covers to wait for his return, the cube held tightly in her hand:

EO_Lefler:
YES!!!

XO_Grant:
TEAM: Good game but we must check in with Delphyne

FCO_Wall:
ALL: Yes!!

CEOMadred:
::turns one of the chairs and staddles it looking at Kem'et::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Cheers::

CSO_Ryan:
::enters bridge::

CMORevvik:
::nods::

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  You've served this vessel well.  You will be missed grandly.  I hope that your new assignment treats you well my friend.

FCO_Wall:
::walk over to table grabs his bag::

CEOMadred:
CO: Thank you sir ...... it has been an honor serving with you.

OPS_Lynam:
::Ducks under net to "good game" theopponents"::

Sci_Psi:
Revvik: We won.  I am overjoyed.

EO_Lefler:
::High fives XO::

EO_Lefler:
Amazons: Good game

XO_Grant:
:: the teams shake hands and embrace warmly, Dinner is tentively arranged at main restaurant on Risa under the reservation : DELTONES::

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  I'm sure you'll understand this, may you die well.  If you ever have any trouble, you look me up.  Smiles and offers hand.

CSO_Ryan:
::sees a almost deserted bridge and sits at science station::

XO_Grant:
TEAM: LEts beam up to the ship and find out what is going on

CEOMadred:
::looks at the big Klingon evenly ...... for the first time not sure what Kem'et is thinking::  CO: I have to admit ...... I found a home I was not expecting on the Delphyne.  May you die well also.  Qa Plah!

EO_Lefler:
XO: Aye sir

XO_Grant:
COM:DELphyne: Beam up Volleyball team

OPS_Lynam:
:;Grabs stuff from table and returns to group for beam out::

CO_Kemet:
CEO: Qa Plah'.  :: smashes Klingon skull into Jafo's and smiles ::

CMORevvik:
Psion: yes....it is joyious

CEOMadred:
::reels slightly ...... never got used to that:: CO: Thank you captain.

XO_Grant:
<transporterchief>:: engages

Larte_J:
::she stirs slightly as the workmen in the next room, rattle around::

XO_Grant:
:: dematerializes::

FCO_Wall:
::dematerializes::

Sci_Psi:
Revvik: To think. I actually do have emotions...when I want to that is.

CO_Kemet:
:: notices a slight trickle of blood, smiles, wipes it with his sleeve ::

CMORevvik:
::dematerializes::

XO_Grant:
::materializes on the pad in TR1 ::

EO_Lefler:
::materializes on Delphyne::

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  I wanted to give the crew a chance to say goodbye.  they'll be here shortly.

CEOMadred:
::grins up and the man ..... wonders what his next CO will be like.  heard he is Betazoid and cringes slightly at the thought::  CO: I left Larte in our quarters, sir.  I really should get back to her.

CEOMadred:
CO: I understand::

FCO_Wall:
::steps of pad::

OPS_Lynam:
::Materializes on Pad, notices a quantity of sand on pad as well::

CO_Kemet:
*security*:  Please escort ms. Jackson to the RR.  She is in Jafo's quarters.

CO_Kemet:
<security>:  Aye

CMORevvik:
::gets off the pad:: Psion: Vulcans have emotions but we learn to control them....

CEOMadred:
::clasps the Klingon around the shoulders:: CO: You have always been a friend ...... and a warrior.

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  She deserves to see how loved the man is she is getting.  She may also enjoy seeing the bridge.

FCO_Wall:
::heads out in corridor and toward TL::

CEOMadred:
::raises an eyebrow and nods::

CSO_Ryan:
::realigns main navagational sensors::

DrDork has been made a spectator

OPS_Lynam:
::Heads down corridor to the bridge, the floor cold on bare feet::

CO_Kemet:
CEO: As have you Jafo Madred.

Sci_Psi:
Revvik:  Yes...but unfortunately for me, there are times that I cannot control them.

FCO_Wall:
TL: bridge

EO_Lefler:
::Follows XO to RR::

XO_Grant:
::Shakes off some sand, then nods to TRchief::

OPS_Lynam:
::Wonders why it is so dark in the corridor::

XO_Grant:
:: heads to TL to go to RR::

CMORevvik:
Psion:  You must practice.......do not let them take over your lifestyle.....

XO_Grant:
::enters TL with several members of crew::

Sci_Psi:
Revvik: It has something to do with the neuronal physiologies differing between Betazoids and Vulcans.  It is physical...not mental.

XO_Grant:
Controls: Deck one

FCO_Wall:
::brushes off sans::

Larte_J:
::turns in her sleep the cube falling from her hand::

XO_Grant:
::TL rapidly but smoothly lifts upto deck one then jostles at end::

FCO_Wall:
::exits TL walks toward RR::

XO_Grant:
::exits TL heads to RR::

EO_Lefler:
::Follows team out of TL::

CEOMadred:
::clasps Kem'et's hand and shakes it:: CO: I must admit, I wish I could stay here ...... but apparently the situation on the  ......... ::stops as he hears the door opening::

Sci_Psi:
::follows group::

XO_Grant:
::Pushes the button to alert CO::

OPS_Lynam:
::Walks with others to the RR. Notices it is darker than normalon the bridge too::

CMORevvik:
::follows psion::

CEOMadred:
::turns as he hears the chime::

CO_Kemet:
XO: Enter

XO_Grant:
CO: the crew is here


FCO_Wall:
::enters RR::

XO_Grant:
::opens the door and enters followed by members of the crew some sporting lipstick kisses on their necks ::

CO_Kemet:
ALL:  Be seated.  Make sure the CSO joins us.

OPS_Lynam:
:;Enters RR::

Sci_Psi:
::enters and fixes on Capt::

CEOMadred:
::goes back to his chair and sits::

EO_Lefler:
::Enters RR::

CEOMadred:
::straddling high back::

FCO_Wall:
::takes a seat, wonders whats going on::

XO_Grant:
*CSO*: Please join us in RR

CMORevvik:
::enters and sits::

Sci_Psi:
::sits::

EO_Lefler:
::Sits down::

CSO_Ryan:
*XO*: aye sir

OPS_Lynam:
::Sits down::

Larte_J:
::a thump in teh next room awakens her, she reaches for the cube. Getting off the bed she sits it on his desk not wanting to lose it::

CSO_Ryan:
::enters rr and sits down::

CEOMadred:
::nods to Revvik and Wall as he sees them enter, notes that NaVar is not there ..... wonders who he will get to pilot the runabout::

CEOMadred:
::spots Lefler and wonders if he is ready for this ........ thinks he probably is::

CO_Kemet:
ALL:  I didn't mean to cut R&R short, but I figured you would all like to be here for this.

FCO_Wall:
::nods back to Jafo, puzzlement::

XO_Grant:
::Looks up as some non dancing security person usher in Larte::

CMORevvik:
::looks back at Jafo, confused::

CO_Kemet:
ALL:  Mr Jafo is leaving us.  :: pauses to let it sink in ::

CO_Kemet:
:: also feeling sort of melodramatic ::

EO_Lefler:
::gaps in amazement::

OPS_Lynam:
::Slumps, Thinks "Another one?"::

CMORevvik:
::unsure::

Sci_Psi:
::another cremember leaving::

CSO_Ryan:
::wonders thats quit a bit of people either dying or leaving::

Larte_J:
::the door chimes. It is security asking her to come with him to where jafo is::

CO_Kemet:
ALL:  He is being transferred to another vessel as Executive Officer.  I thought you would like to have the opportunity to say farewell.

XO_Grant:
::Arches his eyebrows then thinks better of it since that looks silly in tropical shirt and shorts::

Larte_J:
<security>Come along little miss.. you will like the bridge

XO_Grant:
MAdred: COngratulations

EO_Lefler:
CEO: Congratulations Chief.

Larte_J:
::nods at the tall man as he takes her hand and leads her to the TL::

CEOMadred:
XO: Thank you sir ..... ::nods at Lefler::

OPS_Lynam:
CEO: Way to go Chief, do you know what ship?

CEOMadred:
OPS: I do ..... but I am afraid I can not say at this time.  It is a priority matter.

CMORevvik:
CEO: congratulations jafo....

OPS_Lynam:
:;Shrugs::

FCO_Wall:
Jafo: Congrats

CEOMadred:
::nods at Revvik:: Rev: Thank you friend.

Sci_Psi:
CEO: Congratulations.

CSO_Ryan:
CEO:ya congrats

CO_Kemet:
:: silently watches the crew, noting how much they like each other ::

OPS_Lynam:
::Quickly takes off mirrored sunglasses, hoping no one noticed::

Larte_J:
::in the TL she looks up at the security officer and gives him and even glance::

CO_Kemet:
:: their joy dispells the badluck thoughts from Kem'et's brow ::

CEOMadred:
::wonders if his next crew will be as close as this one::

FCO_Wall:
::thinks I'll miss him, but also glad for him at the same time::

EO_Lefler:
::looks at Lynam. ::Thinks:: I noticed::

XO_Grant:
::offers hand to shake with MR. Madred::

Larte_J:
<security> Well here we are Miss. Lets see what Jafo is doing. ::he chimes the RR::

OPS_Lynam:
::Thinks "Well, only Lefler noticed"

EO_Lefler:
::Gtes up to join in on hand shaking::

CEOMadred:
::Shakes the XO's hand::


CEOMadred:
::turns as the door chimes and opens for Larte::

OPS_Lynam:
EO: You ready for the big chair in Engineering?

EO_Lefler:
CEO: We'll miss you down in engineering Chief.

CO_Kemet:
:: opens the RR door :: <security>: Thank you.

EO_Lefler:
OPS: I don't know

CO_Kemet:
Larte:  Welcome in.

CEOMadred:
::stands and clasps his friends shoulders giving them a bit of a squeeze and then turns to pick up Larte, sees the security guard::

FCO_Wall:
::gets up head over to Jafo shakes his hand, whispers:: Jafo: way to go friend

XO_Grant:
::wonders who will adjust that jostling TL::

Larte_J:
:security ushers her in. Larte stands there looking at all the men :: CO  hello..::she says in a quiet voice

CEOMadred:
::picks up Larte and holds her in his arms:: Sec: Thank you ........

CO_Kemet:
:: smiles at the girl, hoping that he doesn't frighten her :: Larte:  You will be missed also.

CEOMadred:
<Security> CEO: No problem ..... and here are the last of your things.  ::hands over CEO's personal duffel and batleth::

Larte_J:
::looking at Jafo she holds on tight. The men all seem so big::

CEOMadred:
::runs his hand down Larte's facial ridge and across her blue toned face before setting her down and taking her hand::

Larte_J:
::nods yes at the Captain::

Larte_J:
::scruntches her nose as he tickles it::

XO_Grant:
MR.Madred: You did a good job here , I hope your new ship appreciates your professionalism

CMORevvik:
::Wonders what ship he is assigned to::

OPS_Lynam:
::Wonders how larte will adjust to the move::

CEOMadred:
::takes his duffel and batleth fromt he security guard and watches him step out of the room::

CO_Kemet:
CEO: :: breaking the moment a bit :: You get to choose your chauffeur.  Who's it gonna be?

CEOMadred:
XO: Thank you Commander.  All: Well, I really should be going ........ I have a starship to catch.

CEOMadred:
::smiles at the Captain and then remembers the seriousness of the situation .... looks around for NaVar::

CEOMadred:
::notes he is gone::

Larte_J:
::holds on to his hand tight afraid he will leave her as well::

CEOMadred:
Wall: You are with me.  All: Gentlemen ...... untill we meet again.

CO_Kemet:
:: nods to Jafo, will miss him ::

EO_Lefler:
CEO: So long Chief

CSO_Ryan:
CEO: Good luck chief

CEOMadred:
::heads out the door and suddenly stops short:, turns::

CMORevvik:
CEO: goodbye Jafo.....

CO_Kemet:
:: looks at Jafo and Larte ::

Sci_Psi:
CEO: Live long and prosper Mr. Madred.

OPS_Lynam:
CEO: Take it easy Chief.

CEOMadred:
::stops for a moment and then turns back to the CO's desk, pulls something out of his personall duffel::

CO_Kemet:
CEO: Qa'Plah!

CEOMadred:
CO: I wanted to give you something ....... you were my first Captain ...... and well ..........

Larte_J:
::looks up at jafo as he stops::

CO_Kemet:
:: looks at the cEO ::

CEOMadred:
::pulls the item out of his duffel:: CO: You were the only one I knew who would understand this ........ ::hands the Captain a copy of "The Story of the Promise" The telling of Kahless's story of how he united the Klingon people under his banner::

Larte_J:
::sees the book that Jafo had read from to her just last night::

CEOMadred:
CO: It is replicated, but it is from the heart .......

CEOMadred:
::ahnds the Captain the book looks around the room:: ALL: Sirs .........

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  Thank you,  I will treasure it :: feeling sad that he has nothing to give in return, then pulls off his war frock ::

Larte_J:
::he must like him she thinks, it is his favorite story he told her::

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  Take this, may it serve you.

FCO_Wall:
::stands and waits on bridge::

CEOMadred:
:: is shocked but quickly recovers::

CEOMadred:
::steps closer to the Captain .......... ::CO: Sir?  I can't ...........

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  It's a dishonor to refuse :: smiles ::

CEOMadred:
::nods and accepts the incredibly gracious gift::

Larte_J:
::hope he get's a new one, as she liked it when he read to her::

CO_Kemet:
:: nods ::

CSO_Ryan:
::thinks everyone says they cant take whatever someone gives them::

XO_Grant:
:: surprised by the exchange of gifts::

CEOMadred:
::tries not to cry ........ will miss this ship:: ALL; It has been an honor ......... ::turns and leaves to room with Larte in his hand::

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: well I guess my R&R is over wont be joining you back on Risa

EO_Lefler:
::looks at RR door close::

CEOMadred:
::walks with Wall in tow to the TL and enters turning and getting his last glimpse at the bridge ..... waits for Wall to enter the TL after him::

Larte_J:
::she grips her doll that she brought with her, hoping none of the men want it::

OPS_Lynam:
::Hopes his skin doesn't stick to the chair when he gets up::

CO_Kemet:
:: stares at the door briefly ::

CMORevvik:
Wall: I have no plans to return

FCO_Wall:
::follows Jafo::

CEOMadred:
TL: Main Shuttle bay ......... ::watches as the doors close and the bridge disappears ........ hopes he never forgets what "his" bridge looked like::

Larte_J:
::feeling him grip her hand tight she sees his face is full of clouds and tries to give him a smile::

FCO_Wall:
Jafo: this is sudden?

XO_Grant:
CO: We have a dinner date with the our volleyball opponents. It won't take long but will definitely continue to boost our morale. Permission to returnto risa ?

CEOMadred:
::wonders if he will ever see this ship again.........hopes so:: FCO: Yes, it is rather sudden ...............

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Granted, but finish up vacation tonight.  We've got new orders coming in.

CSO_Ryan:
::hmm great more shore leave strangely likes work better then leave::

CEOMadred:
::hears the TL come to a stop on deck 10, steps out with Larte in one hand and the Batleth int he other::

XO_Grant:
CO: Acknowledged

XO_Grant:
TEAM: Please report to TR1 for return to Risa for dinner

OPS_Lynam:
XO: Yes SIR!

CEOMadred:
::enters the main shuttle bay and sees the runabout Europa::

EO_Lefler:
::Alright. Follows XO out::

Larte_J:
::lets him lead her with out a word, she looks at the man that is walking with them::

CEOMadred:
FCO: I trust you can handle that ........ ::grins slightly::

XO_Grant:
::Exits the RR , heads to TL::

CO_Kemet:
:: going to return to the surface and try to have dinner with Nessa.  Smiles ::

XO_Grant:
:: enters TL with team ::

CSO_Ryan:
::decides to get a good nights sleep and enters quaters::

FCO_Wall:
Jafo: are you kidding ::joking::

OPS_Lynam:
::Follows XO, hopes no one noticed the sound of his skin sticking to the chair::

Larte_J:
Jafo: I left your cube on your dresser... will someone get it?

XO_Grant:
:: TL drops off team on deck of TR1::

CMORevvik:
::with the team::

CEOMadred:
:;glances down at her ....... completely forgot about it::

XO_Grant:
::exits TL goes to TR1::

FCO_Wall:
::enters Runabout::

Sci_Psi:
::enters TR1::

XO_Grant:
::is followed by most of the team

CEOMadred:
Larte: I think that could be arranged .......... ::looks at Wall and enters the runabout behind her::

XO_Grant:
TR1chief: please beam us to entrance outside of main restaurant on risa

XO_Grant:
<TR1chief>:Aye,Aye Sir

XO_Grant:
::Gets on pad::

Larte_J:
::nods at him with relief::

XO_Grant:
TR1chief: Engage!

CEOMadred:
::notes Bernie working the preflight::


XO_Grant:
::the team dematerializes ::

XO_Grant:
::rematerializes outside of restaurant on risa::

FCO_Wall:
::taps over buttons::

EO_Lefler:
::materialzes back on Risa::

TAC_Navar:
:: sitting in shuttle ::

OPS_Lynam:
::Appears outside resturaunt.  Digs in duffle bag and puts on a T-shirt::

XO_Grant:
::Smells of delicious food waffs in the air::

CEOMadred:
FCO: You ready?

EO_Lefler:
::Enters restaurant with Team::

CEOMadred:
::glances back to make sure Larte is strapped in::

FCO_Wall:
CEO: yes

Sci_Psi:
::looks at restraunt::

Larte_J:
::sits down in a chair by some blinking lights her legs dangleing over the edge::

XO_Grant:
::Enters the Restaurant, and moves toward table where the Amazons are already seated::

CMORevvik:
::standing next to psion::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Follows XO::

EO_Lefler:
::Follows XO twards Amazons::

CEOMadred:
::sits in the OPS chair of the runabout and straps in, opens a channel:: *Bridge*: This is the runabout Europa requesting permission to deprat ...............

XO_Grant:
::Greets the ladies, notices that they changed into low slung evening dresses for dinner::

CO_Kemet:
*CEO*: Permission Granted.

Larte_J:
::she holds her doll close to her chest and watches with big eyes as the runabout moves::

XO_Grant:
:: all sit down and begin to order ::

ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><
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